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WRITING AND GRAMMAR
1. You are Ranjit / Rajni. You feel concerned about the impact of television advertising on children. Write
an article on this issue for your school magazine in not more than 120 words. (8)
OR
You went to Shimla during winter break and experienced snowfall. Write a diary entry in about 100-120
words about your experience that enthralls you whenever you recollect your visit.
2. One day you dreamt that you became invisible. Write a short story based on your dream taking
help from the points given below : (10)
Hints : Shopping without using any money - watch movies - travel the whole world without ticket - visit
famous places without entry ticket- disclose the planning and secret of terrorists to police - help them to
nab the most dreaded terrorist of the world-rewarded a cash prize of a crore.
3. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate words/ phrases from the given options : (any
four) (1××4=4)
I wanted to go out (a)____________I was absolutely fed up of sitting in the same place and working. I
realized that my deadline (b)_____________fast approaching but a break was badly needed. I just
(c)_____________ continue without a break. My deadline for that day's incredible, awe inspiring
column (d)_____________the Tribune was three hours away. Meanwhile I had already tossed three
ideas into (e)_____________ recycle bin and was staring at the blank screen again.
(a) so (b) and (c) but (d) because
(b) was (b) will be (c) is (d) has
(c) wouldn't (b) couldn't (c) won't (d) can't
(d) at (b) on (c) in (d) for
(e) a (b) an (c) the (d) or
4. In the following passage one word has been omitted in each line against which a blank is given.
Write the missing word along with the word that comes before and the word comes after it in the
space provided. (1×4=4, Any four)

I was aboard the train Allahabad
after the dull hours I reached
the conference. a plethora activities
mesmerized audience. Then blaring
speakers resonated devotional songs.
I influenced by the sanctity of the place.

Word Before
e.g. train
a.___________
b.___________
c.___________
d.___________
e.__________

Missing Word
to
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________

Word After
Allahabad
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
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5. Rearrange the following to create-meaningful sentences : (do any four) (1××4=4)
1.
2.
3.
4.

diamond/and/a/is/gemstones/one/most/of/sought-after/the/best-known
I billion/3.5 billion years/and/ages/have/most/natural/diamonds/between.
diamonds/lines/decorative/been used/items/since/have/as/ancient.
only/diamonds/prior/India/to/the/discovery/in the 1700s/of/was/the/where/were
mined/place/diamonds/in Brazil.
5. are/commodity/diamonds/highly/a traded.
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